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ABSTRACT

Heterogeneous memory management combined with server virtual-

ization in datacenters is expected to increase the software and OS

management complexity. State-of-the-art solutions rely exclusively

on the hypervisor (VMM) for expensive page hotness tracking and

migrations, limiting the benefits from heterogeneity. To address this,

we design HeteroOS, a novel application-transparent OS-level so-

lution for managing memory heterogeneity in virtualized system.

The HeteroOS design first makes the guest-OSes heterogeneity-

aware and then extracts rich OS-level information about applica-

tions’ memory usage to place data in the ‘right’ memory avoiding

page migrations. When such pro-active placements are not possi-

ble, HeteroOS combines the power of the guest-OSes’ informa-

tion about applications with the VMM’s hardware control to track

for hotness and migrate only performance-critical pages. Finally,

HeteroOS also designs an efficient heterogeneous memory sharing

across multiple guest-VMs. Evaluation of HeteroOS with memory,

storage, and network-intensive datacenter applications shows up

to 2x performance improvement compared to the state-of-the-art

VMM-exclusive approach.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Software and its engineering → Virtual machines; Virtual mem-

ory; Main memory; • Computer systems organization → Proces-

sors and memory architectures; • Hardware → Non-volatile mem-

ory;
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Property Stacked-3D DRAM NVM (PCM)

Density 1x 4x-16x 16x-64x

Load latency (ns) 30-50 60 150

Store latency (ns) 30-50 60 300-600

BW (GB/sec ) 120-200 15-25 2

Table 1: Heterogeneous memory characteristics [7, 15, 50].
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1 INTRODUCTION

To address the DRAM capacity scalability bottlenecks [42, 63] and

the need for lower access latency and higher bandwidth, researchers

and commercial vendors are exploring alternative memory technolo-

gies such as 3D-stacked DRAM and non-volatile memory (NVM).

As shown in Table 1, the technologies differ significantly in latency,

bandwidth, endurance. For instance, as shown in Table 1, byte-

addressable non-volatile memories (NVMs) such as phase change

memory (PCM), are expected to offer higher capacity than DRAM,

but with higher read (2x) and write (up to 5x) latency, and lower

bandwidth (5x-10x) [15, 36, 49]. Conversely, on-chip stacked 3D-

DRAM [6, 7, 21, 29, 41] is expected to increase memory bandwidth

by 8x-14x, but with a 2x-4x lower capacity than DRAM. These

differences indicate that a single memory technology will not solve

all memory-related bottlenecks for an application and future sys-

tems will embrace memory heterogeneity [4, 50], thus increasing

the software-level management complexity. In this paper, we study

the software-level challenges in supporting memory heterogeneity

for datacenter systems.

At a high-level, structuring heterogeneous memories as OS-level

NUMA nodes is a natural fit and provides an opportunity to reuse

existing OS and application-level abstractions [15, 43]. However,

several fundamental differences exist in the homogeneous NUMA

and heterogeneous memory systems. First, heterogeneous memory

technologies have significantly different latency and bandwidth, un-

like DRAM-based NUMA. Second, for homogeneous NUMA, the

OS-level management aims to increase data locality by increasing

CPU access to the data in the local memory socket. In contrast, for

heterogeneous memory, the challenge is (a) to identify performance-

critical data and place them in the fastest memory, and (b) to maxi-

mize the utilization of the fast memory with limited capacity [45].

For heterogeneous memory systems, the performance impact due
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to incorrect memory placement of critical data can be substantial

compared to the traditional NUMA systems with less than 50%

overheads.

Prior heterogeneous memory research either relies on significant

hardware changes to the memory subsystem such as the memory con-

troller, TLB, and cache [7, 43] or to the applications [3, 15, 32, 37].

While the hardware changes can be time-consuming, the application-

level changes require developers to add explicit memory placement

or migration logic. Furthermore, application-level techniques also

lack a holistic view of the system in multi-tenant or virtualized

datacenter systems. Even today, most guest-OSes in virtualized en-

vironments lack fine-grained NUMA topology awareness or data

placement control, requiring methods like HeteroVisor [24] to hide

heterogeneity from the guest-OSes and manage heterogeneity in

the hypervisor (VMM). Such approaches solely rely on the hyper-

visor (VMM) for expensive hotness tracking of the VMs’ memory

and sub-optimal page migration (moving hot pages to the faster

memory). All of the above approaches fail to exploit the rich guest-

OS-level information about the applications and their memory use.

To address these problems, we design and implement HeteroOS

– a performance-efficient OS design for an application-transparent

heterogeneous memory management in virtualized systems. The key

design ideas and contributions are as follows.

Guest-OS heterogeneity awareness and memory placement. First,

in HeteroOS, we make the guest-OSes memory heterogeneity-aware

and then extract the rich information from guest-OS about how ap-

plications use different memory pages (e.g., heap, IO buffer caches).

We combine this information with guest-OS heterogeneity awareness

to provide an application-transparent OS-level memory placement

avoiding expensive page migrations.

Against the conventional OS memory management methods that

always prioritize heap to the faster memory (e.g., DRAM) [9] when

its capacity is constrained, we show that for heterogeneous memory

systems, it is critical to equally prioritize heap and I/O pages to the

faster memory for accelerating in-memory, storage, and network-

intensive applications. We also design HeteroOS-LRU, a fast memory

contention resolution method.

Coordination with VMM. Guests-OSes in virtualized systems

lack a holistic view of other guest-VMs and direct hardware control

required for privileged operations such as hot page tracking. We

address this by designing a VMM-guest coordinated management

where the VMM performs hotness tracking, and the guest-OSes

guide the VMM with their deeper view of application-specific infor-

mation.

Heterogeneous memory sharing and fairness. Efficient and fair

sharing of heterogeneous memory across multiple guest-VMs is

important. Hence, we design a novel multi-resource sharing by ex-

tending Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) [19]. DRF provides

Strategy-proofness and Pareto efficiency. We also extend the tradi-

tional memory ballooning with heterogeneous memory support [62]

for enabling memory overcommit.

Extensive evaluation. We evaluate HeteroOS with a wide range of

memory, storage, and network-intensive datacenter applications. The

guest-OS level management combined with VMM-guest coordinated

approach shows up to 3x improvement in performance compared to

Application Description Perf. metric

GraphChi [34] Pagerank using Orkut social

graph, 8 million nodes, 500

million edges [16]

time(sec)

X-

Stream [56]

Edge-centric graph process-

ing and uses same input as

GraphChi

time(sec)

Metis [5] Shared memory mapreduce

that optimizes Phoenix [53],

4GB crime dataset, 8 mapper-

reducer threads

time(sec)

LevelDB [18] Google’s DB for bigtable,

SQlite bench with 1M keys

throughput

(MB/s)

Redis [57] Popular key-value store with

support for persistence, ana-

lyzed with Redis benchmark

4 millions ops., 80% get

requests per

sec

NGinx [28] State of the art webserver, 1

million static, dynamic, im-

ages webpages

requests per

sec

Table 2: Datacenter applications.

Factor L:1,

B:1

L:2,

B:2

L:5,

B:5

L:5,

B:12

Latency (ns) 60 128 354 960

BW (GB/s) 24 12.4 5.1 1.38

Table 3: L:x, B:y indicates the latency increase factor x, and

bandwidth reduction factor y respectively.

always using slow memory, and up to 2x compared to the state-of-

the-art VMM-exclusive management.

In the remainder of this paper, in Section 2, we first briefly pro-

vide a background on heterogeneous memory technologies and our

emulation method. In Section 2, we provide an empirical evidence

motivating the need for an OS-level design for memory heterogene-

ity management. In Section 3, we discuss the principles of HeteroOS,

followed by the design and implementation of the guest-OS level

management. In Section 4, we discuss the coordinated management

approach, followed by the resource sharing and fairness mechanism.

In Section 5, we evaluate HeteroOS, and finally, present the related

work and conclusions in Section 6 and Section 7 respectively.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Technologies such as PCM and spin-torque transfer (STTRAM)

are expected to provide 4x-8x higher capacity and lower cost per

gigabyte [14, 15] compared to DRAM. However, recent indus-

trial projections, and prior research (see Table 1) show up to 2x

higher read latency, 5x-8x higher write latency, and up to 10x

lower bandwidth [15, 59, 65]. When using NVM as main mem-

ory [1, 35, 40, 49], the processor cache is expected to play a signifi-

cant role in reducing the write latency cost. Next, the endurance – the

lifetime of these technologies – is expected to be significantly lower

compared to DRAM, which can be critical when using them as main
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Figure 1: Bandwidth and latency sensitivity: Bars show slow-

down factor relative to FastMem(L:1,B:1). Remote NUMA bars

represent FastMem on a remote socket. Analysis using Intel(R)

Xeon(R) CPU, 16 cores X5560 with 16MB cache.
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Figure 2: Intel NVM emulator bandwidth and latency sensitiv-

ity. System has Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU, 16 cores, E5-4620 v2 with

48MB cache.
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Figure 3: FastMem capacity impact.
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Figure 4: Application memory page distribution.

memory. Prior work has proposed wear-levelling solutions rang-

ing from device-level FTL-like mechanisms [38, 39], or memory-

controller enhancements [47, 55] such as introducing large SRAM

cache [31] or DRAM write buffers. Application-level techniques

aim to reduce hot page placement in the NVM [27, 61].

In contrast to NVM, on-chip memory such as stacked 3D-DRAM,

Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) and High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) [7,

43] are expected to provide 10x higher bandwidth and 1.5x lower

latency, but with 2x-4x lower capacity compared to DRAM. Hence,

heterogeneous memory is bound to increase the memory manage-

ment complexity of the software stack.

2.1 Assumptions and emulation

Lack of commercially available heterogeneous memory technolo-

gies and a wide range of performance parameters and endurance

characteristics quoted by different sources presents a methodological

challenge for a meaningful study to understand the impact of hetero-

geneity. Using cycle-accurate instruction-level simulators [7, 13, 43]

in both user and the OS stack for long-running applications is not

practical. Hence, in this paper, we consider two generic types of

memory (1) FastMem - high bandwidth and low latency, and lim-

ited capacity memory, and (2) SlowMem - a low bandwidth, high

latency, but a large capacity memory.

Emulation. To emulate FastMem and SlowMem, we modify the

PCI-based thermal registers to throttle the per-socket DRAM band-

width and latency as listed in Table 3, where the columns (L:x, B:y)

represent the factor of increase in latency, and a factor of reduction

in bandwidth relative to the DRAM. In this paper, we use the DRAM

(L:1, B:1) as the FastMem baseline, and reduce its bandwidth by up

to 12x and increase the latency by up to 5x to emulate SlowMem.

Prior studies [24, 26, 32] have also shown that throttling does not

have side effects other than the bandwidth and latency impact based

on the application’s memory intensity. We also verify our analysis

using Intel’s persistent memory emulator [14] that emulates NVM’s

read-write latency using a microcode patch and bandwidth emulation

via throttling. Due to restricted (user-level) access to this emulator,

we only use this platform for analysis. We consider generic FastMem

and SlowMem in our study, but even for technologies such as NVM,

when used as a heap for non-persistent writes, store operations are

posted to write-back cacheable memory. Hence, the size of the cache,

NVM bandwidth, and both read-write latency can become critical as

shown by Dulloor et al. [15].

2.2 Applications and analysis

To understand the implications of memory heterogeneity on appli-

cations, we next analyze several real-world datacenter applications

listed in Table 2 by emulating heterogeneity. Unlike prior research

that mainly targets in-memory applications; we study applications

with high variability in their memory, storage, and network. This

includes graph analytics, in-memory data stores, map-reduce com-

putations, popular databases, and a web server [16].

Memory latency and bandwidth sensitivity. Figure 1 shows the

sensitivity of applications when the SlowMem bandwidth and la-

tency factors (L:x, B:y) are varied in the x-axis. The y-axis shows the

slowdown factor of applications compared to when running exclu-

sively in FastMem (L:1, B:1). Table 4 shows the memory intensity

of the applications in MPKI (misses per kilo instructions).
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App. Graphchi X-

Stream

Metis LevelDB Redis Nginx

MPKI 27.4 24.8 14.9 4.7 11.1 2.1

Table 4: Memory intensity of applications in MPKI.

Observation 1. Applications show higher sensitivity to latency

variations compared to bandwidth.

Memory-intensive applications such as Graphchi, X-Stream, and

Metis (see Table 4) show higher sensitivity (slowdown) towards

latency increase and bandwidth reduction. In contrast, the storage-

intensive LevelDB and network-intensive Redis with relatively smaller

working set size show lower impact. Nginx, a popular web-server,

is both storage and network-intensive with a less than 60MB active

working set. Hence, even exclusively placing it in a 9x SlowMem

has less than 10% impact. Next, except Graphchi and X-Stream,

other applications have a lower impact from bandwidth reduction

compared to latency increase. This is because multi-threaded graph-

compute applications process and move data in batches, thereby

increasing memory traffic. However, other applications lack paral-

lelism and memory intensity to saturate the bandwidth. For instance,

when the bandwidth is reduced from (L:5, B:5) to (L:5, B:12) with

latency as a constant, Metis, Redis and LevelDB show a relatively

lower slowdown. Hence, timely allocation of FastMem pages even

without page migrations can be critical.

In Figure 2, we analyze the same set of applications on Intel’s

NVM emulator that varies the write latency on a cache miss and

the bandwidth. The bandwidth and latency sensitivity trends of the

applications match the analysis with our emulation mechanism. The

Intel emulator platform has a 3x larger LLC (48 MB) compared

to our emulator (16MB) with newer generation (Intel IvyBridge)

processors. As a result, the application slowdown factor is lower for

the same workloads. Increasing the workload size showed higher

application slowdown.

Observation 2. Incorrect memory placement cost in heteroge-

neous memory is significant compared to traditional NUMA sys-

tems.

In Figure 1, we show the impact of incorrect memory placement

in a NUMA system by making applications access a remote NUMA

socket FastMem for all the access. We observe that even for the most

memory-intensive (Graphchi, X-stream) or in-memory applications

(Redis), the slowdown is less than 30% compared to significantly

higher slowdowns in heterogeneous memory.

Impact of FastMem capacity. Figure 3 shows the sensitivity to-

wards FastMem capacity for an L:5, B:9 configuration. The x-axis

represents the ratio of FastMem to SlowMem capacity. For 1/2 ratio,

we use 4GB of FastMem and 8GB of SlowMem. Figure 4 shows the

memory page distribution and the total memory pages used for the

same set of applications.

Observation 3. On-demand page allocation is not only useful

for the heap but also for other OS subsystems.

Providing support for direct on-demand memory allocation to a

faster memory can significantly benefit large scale capacity-intensive

applications as they frequently allocate and release memory. For ex-

ample, as shown in Figure 3, the capacity-intensive Graphchi and

X-Stream suffer less than 2x slowdown even with a 1/2 FastMem-

SlowMem ratio. But importantly, apart from the heap use, I/O- (stor-

age and network) intensive applications frequently allocate and re-

lease memory via their OS subsystem for the filesystem page cache,

network, and storage kernel buffers (slab cache). On-demand alloca-

tion of these pages to FastMem can significantly improve application

performance. For example, as shown in Figure 4, a significant num-

ber of OS pages are allocated for the filesystem-intensive LevelDB,

the page-cache intensive X-Stream (as it maps input graph to page

cache), and the network kernel buffer-intensive Redis. Note that most

OS pages are short-lived and have high reuse, as they are released

once an I/O is complete. These applications show significantly lower

impact even as the FastMem capacity ratio is reduced from 1/2 to

1/16. Prior studies only target heap-intensive applications and miss

the opportunity for a fine-grained OS-level placement.

2.3 State-of-the-art and limitations

Recent studies on heterogeneous memory management [7, 13, 24,

36, 43, 49] have extensively used page hotness-tracking and mi-

gration. The earliest hotness-tracking mechanism was proposed by

P.Denning [12] for disk swapping. More recently, Gupta et al. [24]

proposed HeteroVisor, an approach for managing heterogeneous

memory in virtualized systems. HeteroVisor is a guest-OS trans-

parent and VMM-exclusive solution that completely relies on page

hotness-tracking and migration without any proactive memory place-

ment. Briefly, HeteroVisor and most software methods capture page

hotness by counting the number of references to a page table entry

in the hardware page table. Each entry has an ‘access bit’ that is set

when a page is accessed. The hotness-tracking mechanism period-

ically scans the page table, records the value of the access bit (set

to ‘1’ if a page is referenced), and resets the bit. HeteroVisor also

implements several optimizations such as batched hotness-tracking

and a VMM-level page reverse map for quick page table walk, simi-

lar to non-virtualized OSes [10]. Pages that are identified as hot are

promoted to FastMem, whereas least recently used hot pages are

evicted to a slower memory.

Observation 4. Reactive hotness-tracking and migration approaches

induce significant software overhead.

Although software-level hotness-tracking and migration provide

application- and guest-OS transparency (when done in the VMM),

they are expensive. First, the page table should be frequently scanned

for collecting correct hotness information. Second, the hardware

TLB entries should be periodically flushed even for tracking to en-

able a TLB translation miss and force page table reference. Third,

in OSes such as Linux, during a page walk, several validity checks

(discussed in Section 4) must be performed before a page is mi-

grated. Finally, moving pages from one memory to another requires

allocation of new pages, data copy, and a TLB flush, all performed

by stalling a core. We evaluate these overheads in Section 5.

Observation 5. The VMM-exclusive approach lacks information

and scope of an application.
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The VMM’s memory management data structures are coarse

grained and treat the entire guest-VM as an application. Conse-

quently, this forces the VMM to rely solely on tracking the entire

guest-VM’s memory and migrating hot pages, thereby adding signif-

icant software cost. In contrast, the guest-OS has rich application-

specific information such as its virtual memory page usage infor-

mation ( e.g., anonymous, I/O, cache, and DMA), and their current

state (actively used, inactive, or swapped). Guiding the VMM with

the guest-OS information can reduce the monitoring scope and the

associated cost.

3 HETEROOS PRINCIPLES AND DESIGN

Using the observations and the limitations of the state-of-the-art

VMM-exclusive solutions, we next formulate the design principles

for an efficient and application-transparent memory heterogeneity

management which are both critical for faster commercial adapta-

tion [20].

Principle 1: Providing memory heterogeneity awareness to the

guest-OS is important.

Guest-OS heterogeneity awareness enables fine-grained data place-

ment and avoids frequent migrations. We first enable the NUMA

abstraction at the guest-OS, and then redesign and extend the OS-

level data structures, page allocators, NUMA-related data structures

and drivers for memory-type specific allocation.

Principle 2: Capturing subsystem-level page usage information

enables smart memory placement.

HeteroOS exploits guest-OS heterogeneity-awareness to capture

information about how memory pages are allocated and used by

the application and the OS-subsystems. Using the information, Het-

eroOS prioritizes page placement across memories without relying

on the support for VMM-level management. To reduce contention

between applications and OS subsystems for FastMem pages, we

design a novel guest-OS level LRU-based page replacement.

Principle 3: Supporting a coordinated guestOS-VMM management

exploits the VMM’s holistic view of the system.

The VMM has a holistic view and control of the system resources

and the hardware. Hence, we design HeteroOS-coordinated, a coor-

dinated management approach between the guest-OS and VMM that

enables the guest-OS to delegate and guide how the VMM performs

privileged operations such as hardware page table scans for tracking

hotness information. The VMM also provides heterogeneous mem-

ory sharing across VMs with a novel mechanism based on Dominant

Resource Fairness.

3.1 HeteroOS guest-OS design

We first discuss the design and implementation details of guest-OS

virtual memory support for heterogeneity-awareness, followed by

the smart memory placement mechanism and the HeteroOS’s LRU

page replacement. In Section 4, we discuss the VMM-guest coordi-

nated management and the DRF-based resource sharing algorithm

and implementation.

Heterogeneous memory abstraction. We design HeteroOS to pro-

vide an application-transparent heterogeneity support that leverages

the existing OS abstractions and memory management functional-

ities without throwing away decades of research. We believe this

is important for faster real-world adaptation. Therefore, we use the

generic NUMA abstraction but extend it internally. First, we ex-

pose the memory types (e.g., FastMem and SlowMem) as NUMA

nodes by enabling the typically disabled NUMA support for guest-

VMs. We achieve this by using the Linux fake NUMA patch [54].

In Figure 5, the guest-OS layer shows a SlowMem and FastMem

manager and the related heterogeneous memory components which

we discuss shortly. The initial capacities of the different memory

types are added to the guest’s boot configuration. For distinguish-

ing among the memory node types, a special flag is added to the

node structure. Guest-VM applications also have the flexibility to

map memory explicitly to the FastMem or the SlowMem with an

additional mmap() flag, but HeteroOS is not dependent on such

application-level changes.

On-demand allocation driver. In virtualized systems, during the

VM boot, the boot manager initializes a guest-VM’s memory and

adds the VM pages under the control of the OS allocator (Buddy

allocator in Linux). When the reserved pages are insufficient, the

guest-OS uses an on-demand allocation balloon driver to request the

VMM to increase the reservation [62]. For heterogeneous memory,

HeteroOS first extends the boot allocator to initialize one NUMA

node and its related data structures for each memory type. Next, for

supporting overcommit and dynamically increasing the reservation

of a memory type on-demand, as shown in steps 1 and 2 in Figure 5,

we design a new on-demand allocation driver that provides multi-

dimensional data structures required for memory-type-specific page

allocation. The back-end in the VMM handles the node-specific re-

quests and also maintains the per-node (memory type) machine page

number (MFN) mapping for each of the guests. The front-end can

also specify a fallback strategy when pages from a particular mem-

ory type cannot be provided. Note that in both homogeneous and

heterogeneous memory systems, pages allocated by the on-demand

balloon drivers are identified with a special flag, and are returned to

the VMM when the system memory pressure is high.

Extending page allocators and per-CPU free list. Limiting the

FastMem use only for performance-critical data is important due

to its limited capacity. Hence, we make several extensions to the

OS allocators. Currently, the OS statically partitions each NUMA

node into three zones – a high memory zone for user-level allocation,

a normal zone for kernel allocation (currently unused in 64-bit),

and a DMA zone. In HeteroOS, FastMem nodes are partitioned

with just one zone where both the application and OS related pages

can be allocated to conserve pages. Second, FastMem pages can

be allocated only using the HeteroOS page allocator to avoid other

general purpose allocation by the default OS allocators (Buddy

allocator in Linux). Automatic NUMA memory placement policies

that are designed for increasing the CPU affinity in homogeneous

systems are disabled for FastMem. Next, pages are identified with

an additional 1-bit (FASTMEM, SLOWMEM) flag for specialized

allocation and replacement based on the memory type. Finally, the
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Figure 5: HeteroOS on-demand allocation, and coordinated

management. In the figure, steps 1-3 show on-demand alloca-

tion, steps 4-9 show hotness-tracking and migration after the

on-demand allocation fails.

Linux OS maintains a per-CPU free page list for fast allocation of

pages that bypasses the fragmentation-efficient but complex Buddy

allocator. However, the free CPU lists are designed for a single

memory type. In HeteroOS, we redesign the per-CPU lists with

a multi-dimensional (arrays of lists) support for different memory

types which significantly boosts the allocation performance.

3.2 Memory placement and management

We next discuss application-transparent smart memory placement

mechanism at the guest-OS level that extracts the subsystem-level

page use information to prioritize FastMem allocation.

Key idea. In homogeneous memory systems, when memory is

scarce, the heap page allocation requests are prioritized over alloca-

tion requests from other I/O subsystems [30] such as I/O page cache

pages. Using the same model for heterogeneous memory systems

with limited FastMem capacity will always force the I/O cache pages

to be allocated from SlowMem resulting in a significant slowdown

for I/O-intensive application. In contrast, mapping the I/O pages

also, can significantly hide the bottlenecks of slower disks and net-

work. Hence, HeteroOS uses demand-based prioritization across

subsystems.

Demand-based FastMem prioritization. We implement a Het-

eroOS allocator that extends the Linux page allocator and provides

OS-level heterogeneous memory allocations for the heap, I/O page

cache, and the OS slab allocations. During an application execution,

the allocator periodically (we use 100ms but it is configurable) ex-

tracts information such as total page allocation requests, FastMem

allocation hits, and misses, for allocation requests from different

subsystems for page types such as heap (anonymous), page cache,

buffer cache, and kernel slab pages. When the FastMem capacity is

saturated, to resolve contention across subsystems, HeteroOS em-

ploys a novel HeteroOS-LRU (discussed shortly) to evict inactive

pages of any subsystem (including the heap) to prioritize alloca-

tion of page types with maximum miss ratio. Unlike the heap-only

approach used in traditional homogeneous memory systems, Het-

eroOS’s demand-based prioritization provides the following benefits.

In-memory applications (Heap-OD). For in-memory applications,

most memory allocations and references (∼90%) are from the heap [15].

As a result, the demand for the heap page types is high leading to

an increase in the FastMem heap miss ratio. Consequently, with our

on-demand allocation, the heap page types dominate the FastMem

allocation. Our results for Heap-OD show up to 180% gains com-

pared to using only the SlowMem pages.

Storage-intensive application (Heap-IO-OD). For most storage-

intensive applications such as databases and graph analytics [18,

34, 56], the I/O page cache plays a crucial role in improving the I/O

throughput and application performance by leveraging the spatial

and temporal locality by reading ahead I/O pages and buffering dirty

blocks. During the I/O phase of an application, the page cache allo-

cation requests are high. Using the allocation miss ratio to prioritize

the page cache to FastMem can significantly improve application

performance.

OS kernel buffers (Heap-IO-Slab-OD). Storage and network-intensive

applications spend a significant time allocating and accessing the

OS kernel buffers (slab pages). Network-intensive applications ex-

tensively use slab pages for OS-level network buffers ’skbuff’ (see

Redis in Figure 4), whereas storage-intensive applications allocate

slab pages for the filesystem metadata which are crucial for storage

performance. Prioritizing slab pages to FastMem accelerates I/O-

intensive applications. Regarding prioritizing the page table pages to

FastMem, as shown in Figure 4, the number of page table pages and

the time spent on accessing these pages is just a small fraction of the

overall application and other OS-level pages for the applications we

analyzed. Placing page table pages to FastMem or SlowMem shows

negligible (less than 0.5%) performance impact. We plan to explore

more applications in the future.

3.3 Resolving contention with HeteroOS-LRU

The limited capacity of faster memories and prioritizing page alloca-

tion from all the subsystem leads to contention. Contention exists

for homogeneous memory systems too when DRAM capacity is

limited, and OSes such as Linux employ LRU techniques. Briefly,

Linux uses an approximate split LRU that maintains an active list of

hot or recently used pages, and an inactive list with cold pages for

each memory zone. Although at a high-level, the same mechanism

can be adapted for heterogeneous memory, several limitations must

be addressed. First, current swap-based LRUs mainly target the I/O

pages [9]. Second, they use the whole system memory pressure and

not the memory pressure of individual memory types as a trigger for

eviction. Finally, they use a lazy approach of LRU scan and eviction

only after a usage threshold is reached which can trigger a storm of

allocation misses and evictions for a limited capacity FastMem. To

address these issues, we design HeteroOS-LRU.

HeteroOS-LRU. First, HeteroOS extends the existing Linux page-

replacement with support for memory type-specific thresholds for
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triggering replacement. Second, unlike the lazy approach, HeteroOS-

LRU actively monitors the active to an inactive state change of heap,

I/O page cache, and slab pages and immediately evicts them from

FastMem. To further reduce FastMem allocation misses, HeteroOS-

LRU implements the following memory type-specific threshold. (1)

During an unmap operation, several continuous pages in a VMA

region are released. HeteroOS-LRU marks these pages inactive and

aggressively migrates them to SlowMem. (2) I/O page and buffer

cache pages are released after an I/O request, are marked inactive

and immediately evicted from FastMem.

4 COORDINATED MANAGEMENT

When the on-demand allocation and LRU mechanism is not suffi-

cient to locate free FastMem pages, the guest-OS delegates the page

hotness-tracking to the VMM and also guides it to track only relevant

pages. This limits the overheads of the hotness-tracking operations.

However, the actual migrations are performed in the guest-OS – a

fundamental difference compared to the VMM-exclusive Hetero-

Visor approach described in Section 2. The VMM also performs

system-wide heterogeneous memory resource sharing across guest-

VMs.

4.1 HeteroOS-coordinated design

HeteroOS’s coordinated management (HeteroOS-coordinated) reuses

HeteroVisor’s hotness-tracking implementation but modifies it sub-

stantially to support a new guest-OS interface for coordination with

the VMM via a split guest-OS front-end and VMM back-end model,

as shown in the steps 4 to 9 in Figure 5.

OS-guided VMM-level hotness-tracking. Tracking the entire guest-

VM’s memory for hotness is expensive. Hence, our coordinated

management reduces the scope and cost by using the guest-OS in-

formation to guide the VMM about which pages to track, and when

to track.

Guiding what to track using OS-level information. The guest-

OS exports a tracking list and an exception list to the VMM using a

shared memory channel. The tracking list contains address ranges of

contiguous memory regions that the VMM should track for hotness.

We extract it using the virtual memory area (VMA) structure [22].

Next, tracking the short-lived I/O page cache and buffer cache pages

for hotness is not useful and only adds additional overhead. Hence

such pages are added to the exception list, and HeteroOS-LRU

aggressively evicts them after the I/O request. Page migration of

linearly mapped physically addressed page table and DMA pages is

complicated and not supported by OSes such as Linux. Hence they

are also added to the exception list.

Guiding when to track using architectural hints. Current systems

lack the hardware for page-level hotness-tracking. The software-

based methods of forcefully setting and resetting the PTE and scan-

ning the page table can detect the number of page accesses, but

lack the information about how many accesses to a page are cache

hits or misses. This information is critical because migrating hot

pages during an application phase with high page reuse and low

processor cache miss will have limited gains from FastMem given

the cost of migration. Without the additional hardware support for

Algorithm 1 HeteroOS DRF algorithm

1: R = {r1, ...,rm} ⊲ total memory capacities

2: C = {c1, ...,cm} ⊲ used memory capacities initially 0

3: si (i = 1..n) ⊲ guest i dominant shares, initially 0

4: V Mi = {vmi,1, ...,vmi,m}(i = 1...n)⊲ memory resources given to

guest i

5: pick guest i with lowest dominant share si in queue

6: Di - guest i’s memory allocation request

7: if C+Di ! R then

8: C =C+Di ⊲ update consumed vector

9: V Mi =V Mi +Di ⊲ update i′s allocation vector

10: si = maxm
j=1{vmi, j/r j}

11: else

12: reclaim guest i’s overcommit pages for V Mi

tracking cache hits and misses, HeteroOS monitors the LLC misses

exported by the VMM in each epoch and dynamically varies the

hotness-tracking and migration interval. When the LLC misses are

high, the migration and tracking intervals are shorter, and when low,

the interval is longer. Equation 1 shows a simple but an effective

model where i and i−1 represent the current and previous intervals.

∆LLCMiss = (LLCMissi −LLCMissi−1)/LLCMissi−1

Interval = Interval − (∆LLCMiss∗ Interval)
(1)

Guest-OS-controlled migration. In HeteroOS, the VMM’s hotness-

tracking is exported to the guest-OS, and the guest-OS performs the

page migrations for the following reasons.

Page state: Before a page is migrated, the OS during a page walk

validates if the page is mapped to a process, and not marked for

deletion or dirty (for I/O page caches). Specifically, these checks are

important for most capacity-intensive applications (e.g., Graphchi)

that frequently allocate (map) and de-allocate (unmap) pages. The

VMM without application information can migrate pages marked

for deletion only polluting FastMem. Further, it does not distinguish

short-lived dirty I/O, buffer and page cache pages and migrates them

only adding migration-related performance overhead.

Scalability via adaptive migration: With an increasing number

of guest-VMs on a single host and the increasing application work-

ing set size, we observed that performing both hotness-tracking and

migration induces significant VMM-level data structure synchroniza-

tion bottlenecks even for two guest-VMs. In contrast, the guest-level

migration provides the flexibility to use the application information

at the OS-level to selectively migrate performance critical pages

only.

4.2 Resource management with DRF

Effective resource sharing across multiple VMs is one of the primary

responsibilities of the VMM. Most VMMs today employ simple

but effective max-min fairness-based resource management. With

max-min, the resources are first allocated based on the demands

of the VMs to guarantee that each VM receives its basic share (or

what it paid for). Any unused memory is evenly distributed among

VMs demanding more than the fair share (overcommit). Finally, the

additional memory allocated to a guest-VM is reclaimed using well-

known memory ballooning [62]. However, the current mechanisms

have two major limitations, (1) single resource max-min cannot
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guarantee fairness for multiple memory types, and (2) the ballooning

mechanisms are designed for homogeneous memory.

To address the limitations of single resource min-max fairness,

we treat each memory type as a resource and extend the ‘Dominant

Resource Fairness’ proposed by Ghodsi et al. [19] for addressing

max-min fairness across multiple resources. DRF first computes the

share of each resource allocated to a guest-VM. Then, as shown

in Algorithm 1, a resource with a maximum share of all resources

for a guest-VM is its dominant resource with a dominant share.

When one or more allocation requests are made for the same re-

source by different VMs, DRF prioritizes allocation to a VM in the

order of smallest dominant share value. Each guest-VM specifies

a resource allocation vector <FastMem.pages, SlowMem.pages>

during the boot. A problem with this basic model is that, when

the FastMem capacity ratio is small, most VMs will always have

SlowMem as the dominant resource. To address this problem, we as-

sign weights for calculating the dominant share with resource vector

specified as <FastMem.weight * FastMem.pages, SlowMem.Weight

* SlowMem.pages>. For our evaluation, we use static weights (‘1’

for SlowMem, and ‘2’ for FastMem). Dynamic weights can be used

based on the cost($) of the resource in the datacenter. When the de-

mand for one resource is high, then DRF reduces to a single resource

max-min fairness.

Extending ballooning. For extending the ballooning mechanism

and supporting memory overcommit for memory types, we provide

support for guest-VMs to specify a memory type-specific minimum

capacity that is reserved during the boot, and a maximum capacity

that can be dynamically allocated by extracting (ballooning) from

other VMs, if not over-committed. Cloud providers can directly tie a

cost model to the minimum and maximum value which is beyond

the paper’s scope. Next, we extend the balloon drivers to support a

memory type-specific balloon to inflate or shrink memory from each

type. In HeteroOS, balloon drivers first use HeteroOS-LRU to find

inactive pages, and if not, swap pages to the disk.

4.3 Limitations and design discussion

In HeteroOS, rather than completely reinventing the OS, we aim

to utilize the virtues of existing OS memory management and ex-

tend it to support an application-transparent memory heterogeneity

management.

First, HeteroOS is designed for a generic fast and slow memory

type devices. Although our current OS and VMM data structures

support multiple memory types, additional data placement policies,

and technology specific extensions are required. For example, our

OS support can be extended to provide different page allocation

policies based on the latency, bandwidth, endurance and capacity

of memory types. Further, we currently support only aggressive

FastMem eviction policy. For multi-level memories, enabling page-

type specific promotion/demotion policies can be important. For

example, inactive heap pages can be demoted one level at a time

(e.g., FastMem− >MediumMem− >SlowMem) because of high

reuse, whereas IO buffers are mostly unused after IO completion,

and can be demoted to large-but-slowest memory. We plan to focus

on these extensions in our future work.

Mechanisms Description

Heap-OD On-demand heap allocation

Heap-IO-Slab-

OD

Heap-OD + IO page cache allocation +

slab allocation

HeteroOS-LRU Heap-IO-Slab-OD + HeteroOS-LRU

HeteroOS-

cordinated

HeteroOS-LRU + OS guided hotness-

tracking + architecure hints

Table 5: HeteroOS incremental mechanisms.

Second, HeteroOS can only manage memory devices that are

exposed to the software. Therefore, for memory technologies such

as MCDRAM [58], HeteroOS can manage the software-exposed

‘flat’ or ‘hybrid’ mode, with the hardware managing the ‘cache’

mode. Further, the technology specific management can be added to

HeteroOS by extending the NUMA policy.

Third, memory technologies such as NVM have substantial read-

write latency imbalance. Our page placement and the migration

policies can be extended to migrate hot and write-heavy SlowMem

(NVM) pages to FastMem retaining the read-heavy pages in SlowMem.

One software approach for tracking the write activity of a page is by

periodically setting and resetting the write bit (PAGE_RW) of page

table entries and maintaining the history similar to hotness-tracking

discussed in this paper. However, this approach is approximate and

can add significant software overhead. Tracking such information

in the hardware and exposing it to the software (e.g., at the memory

controller level [43]) can significantly reduce such overheads.

Fourth, we use DRF because it is proven to guarantee strategy-

proofness (no benefits from lying) and Pareto efficiency. For guest-

VMs lying about FastMem (or SlowMem) requirement, its dominant

ratio increases forcing HeteroOS’s ballooning to reclaim pages. For

stronger security model against a malicious guest-VM, DRF can be

complemented with other cloud resource security models [17, 64].

Finally, although HeteroOS is currently implemented targeting

virtualized datacenters, most of the placement and management is

done at the OS. Hence it can be easily applied to non-virtualized sys-

tems with bare-metal OS by just moving the page hotness-tracking

and DRF into the OS.

5 EVALUATION

We evaluate HeteroOS using micro-benchmarks and real-world

cloud applications and aim to answer the following questions.

• What are the implications of guest-OS heterogeneous mem-

ory awareness?

• How effective is the HeteroOS’s application-transparent

memory placement?

• What are the performance benefits of the coordinated guest-

OS-VMM management?

• How effective is HeteroOS’s DRF-based resource sharing

mechanisms?

5.1 Methodology and baselines

We use a 16-core Intel Xeon 2.67 GHz dual socket system, with

16GB memory per socket. As discussed earlier in Section 2, we

consider generic FastMem and SlowMem types. For FastMem, we

use DRAM, and for SlowMem, we apply DRAM thermal throttling

to decrease the bandwidth by ~9x and increase the latency by ~5x
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Batch size Tpage_move (in µs) Tpage_walk (in µs)

8K 25.5 43.21

64K 15.7 26.32

128K 11.12 10.25

Table 6: Per-page migration (page walk + page copy cost).

based on the industrial projections [4, 59]. A similar approach has

been used by prior heterogeneous memory research [11, 24]. Each

guest-VM in our evaluation has 8GB SlowMem, and we vary the

FastMem capacity from 256MB to 4GB. For our evaluation, we

use popular cloud applications listed in Table 2 with varying CPU,

memory, storage, and network intensity. We use two baselines, (1)

SlowMem-only – a naive approach always using SlowMem memory,

and (2) FastMem-only – an ideal approach in which application

memory requirements are always satisfied by FastMem with un-

limited capacity. Table 5, summarizes the incremental HeteroOS

approaches.

5.2 Micro benchmark analysis

We next evaluate the implications of different heterogeneous mem-

ory placement and management methods using microbenchmarks.

Memory latency and bandwidth. We first perform analysis using

the memory latency microbenchmark – ‘memlat’ [60] in Figure 6,

and a well-known memory bandwidth Stream benchmark in Figure 7.

We limit the FastMem capacity to 0.5GB and SlowMem to 3.5GB.

We compare (1) HeteroOS’s simple heap-only allocation (Heap-OD)

against (2) the VMM-exclusive migration-only approach, (3) Ran-

dom - an approach that randomly allocates and places pages in the

FastMem reserved at the boot time without heterogeneity-awareness,

and the baselines (4) SlowMem-only and (5) FastMem-only. The

benchmarks allocate only heap pages. For the latency benchmark,

we vary the working set size from 0.25GB to 2GB in the x-axis with

average latency in the y-axis. For the bandwidth (Stream) bench-

mark, we show results for 0.5GB and 1.GB, and the y-axis shows

the corresponding memory bandwidth.

Observations. First, the Random approach shows a non-deterministic

behavior for both the latency and the bandwidth benchmarks. When

the working set is smaller (0.25GB) than the available FastMem, the

latency is high. However, increasing the working set (0.5 and 1 GB)

increases memory pressure forcing frequent FastMem allocations

resulting in a lower latency. Increasing the working set further shows

significant degradation. Next, with Heap-OD, for working set smaller

than FastMem, on-demand allocation shows ideal latency and band-

width comparable to the FastMem-only approach. Increasing the

working set beyond 0.5GB results in a gradual increase in latency

and reduction in the bandwidth. In contrast, the VMM-exclusive

approach, by relying upon migration for even a smaller working set

shows the highest latency and the lowest bandwidth. However, it

is important to note that when the working set is increased beyond

the capacity of FastMem (0.5GB), the VMM-exclusive method, by

hotness-tracking and evicting least used FastMem pages, always

achieves a zero FastMem allocation miss ratio. The results highlight

that First, On-demand allocation is important when the working

set is less than FastMem capacity. Second, for a larger working set,

hotness-tracking and migration are essential.

Hotness tracking and migration cost. Next, to understand the

cost of hotness-tracking and page migration, we use the state-of-

the-art VMM-exclusive implementation, HeteroVisor, and enable

hotness-tracking and migration for Graphchi [34] application. Our

goal is to understand the software overheads; hence we do not em-

ulate NVM bandwidth and latency. We vary the tracking hotness-

tracking intervals from 100ms-500ms for every 32K pages similar

to HeteroVisor [24]. The x-axis shows the hotness-tracking intervals

(100ms-500ms) for scanning 32K pages of a VM and the y-axis

shows the runtime overhead (in %). Clearly, even with a 500ms in-

terval, the migration, and hotness-tracking adds up to 32% overhead

on the application, and for 100ms, the overheads increase by up

to 60%. Hot page scan requires frequent TLB invalidation to force

the hardware to set a page table access bit upon reference. Hence,

hotness-tracking is even more expensive compared to the migrations.
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Regarding the actual page migration cost, Table 6 shows the av-

erage per-page page copy cost (Tpage_move) and the page table walk

cost (Tpage_walk). We vary the batch size of such page movement. It

is interesting to note that cost of page walk is even more expensive

than actual migration. Batching the page walks and copy opera-

tions reduces the average cost by reducing the page tree traversal

cost of higher memory bandwidth usage. Overall, the results show

that relying exclusively on migrations for heterogeneous memory

management is highly suboptimal.

5.3 Guest-OS memory placement

We next evaluate the effectiveness of HeteroOS in leveraging appli-

cation page use information for right memory placement inside the

guest-OS. Figure 9 shows the results for all applications listed in

Table 2. We compare the following approaches summarized in Ta-

ble 5: (1) Heap-OD, (2) Heap-IO-Slab-OD, (3) HeteroOS-LRU, (4)

NUMA-preferred – the existing Linux’s preferred NUMA node [33]

policy by enabling our guest-OS heterogeneity awareness, and fi-

nally, (5) FastMem-only - shown with the dashed line. We do not

discuss NGinx [44] because it has less than 10% impact from het-

erogeneous memory, as discussed in Section 2.The y-axis shows the

performance gain percentage compared to the naive SlowMem-only

approach. To measure the effectiveness of each of the approaches in

allocating FastMem pages, Figure 10 shows the miss ratio of total

FastMem page allocation misses to the total allocation requests.

Observations. First, making the guest-OS heterogeneity-aware and

providing on-demand memory allocation provides significant ben-

efits. When prioritizing only the heap pages with Heap-OD (solid

gray bars in the figure), the heap-intensive Graphchi and Metis show

121% and 84% gains even with 1/2 FastMem capacity ratio. Appli-

cations such as Graphchi that frequently allocate-deallocate memory

and show up to 2x gains even with 1/4 ratio. This is in contrast to

Metis’s 45% gains as it seldom releases memory and has a large

5GB working set size. X-Stream, LevelDB, and Redis show limited

gains with Heap-only prioritization. Both LevelDB and X-Stream

are highly page-cache intensive and prioritizing the I/O page cache

along with the heap is of key importance. For LevelDB, placing

buffer cache pages in FastMem speeds up logging and read opera-

tions via a memory-mapped database. This results in a 2x increase in

the overall throughput. X-Stream computes over a memory mapped

I/O data, and FastMem-based page-cache alone reduces the runtime

by 50% with an overall 2x reduction with Heap-IO-Slab-OD for 1/2

capacity ratio and ~80% for 1/4 ratio. For Redis, prioritizing the slab

allocations pages used for the network send and receive buffers in

FastMem significantly improves throughput.

Finally, NUMA-preferred bars represent the implications of just

using the existing NUMA management for dealing with heteroge-

neous memories by setting FastMem as preferred node. Applica-

tions CPUs first use FastMem, and when free pages are exhausted,

SlowMem is used. We use NUMA-preferred placement for compar-

ison because we notice a significant slowdown with other policies

such as ‘local node first’ or the Linux automatic NUMA balanc-

ing [23] policy because some cores are bounded to SlowMem even

when FastMem is available, resulting in a significant slowdown. The

results in the figure demonstrate that existing NUMA policies can
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extract some benefits when FastMem capacity is high (e.g., 82%

for Graphchi with 1/2 capacity ratio compared to SlowMem only

approach). But for lower FastMem capacity, the benefits signifi-

cantly degrade compared to all the HeteroOS approaches, and for

all applications and configurations. This is because existing NUMA

mechanisms (a) fail to differentiate the significant latency and band-

width differences, (b) always prioritize heap and lack smart memory

placement, (c) lack active contention resolution, and finally, (d) lack

guest-OS-VMM coordinated management discussed shortly.

The results validate the importance of guest-OS heterogeneity-

awareness, smart memory placement, and HeteroOS-LRU principles

for in-memory, storage, and network-intensive applications.

5.4 Impact of coordinated management

We next evaluate the impact of HeteroOS’s VMM-guest coordinated

management using the same applications as before for 1/4 and 1/8

capacity configurations. In Figure 11, the y-axis shows the speedup

relative to the SlowMem-only baseline, and the dotted lines repre-

sents the best case FastMem-only approach. Figure 12 compares the

gains only from migrations and the total pages migrated (in millions)

for three applications (for brevity) relative to the Heap-IO-Slab-OD

which completely relies on smart page placement without any migra-

tion. In Figure 11, we compare the following approaches described

in Table 5 – (1) VMM-exclusive with hot page scan of 16K guest-

VM pages in a 100msec interval, (2) HeteroOS-LRU - the best case

approach analyzed in Figure 9, and (3) the HeteroOS-coordinated

where the guest guides the VMM to scan only relevant application
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Apps. VMM-

exclusive

HeteroOS-

LRU

HeteroOS-

Coordinated

Graphchi -30.0 (0.69) 10.0 (0.10) 40.0 (0.33)

Redis -20.0 (0.51) 2.1 (0.11) 19.0 (0.26)

LevelDB -10.0 (0.14) 20.0 (0.01) 20.0 (0.08)

Figure 12: Gains exclusively from page migrations

relative to Heap-IO-Slab-OD. Values in brackets

shows total migration in millions.

pages instead of the entire guest-VM, and to dynamically vary the

hotness scanning interval from 50ms to 1 second based on the in-

crease in cache misses using Equation 1 in Section 4.

VMM-exclusive vs. HeteroOS-LRU. The VMM-exclusive migration-

only approach performs poorly due to lazy FastMem page allocation

even when FastMem pages are free, and lack of information about

FastMem pages that are already released by application for OS

garbage collection resulting in a ~40-45% lower page reuse com-

pared to HeteroOS-LRU. Additionally, applications such as LevelDB

with a small working set size that fits in FastMem show less than

10% gains with the VMM-exclusive approach. The VMM-exclusive

is useful for long-running and heap-intensive applications such as

Metis where its gains are comparable with HeteroOS-LRU.

HeteroOS-LRU vs. HeteroOS-coordinated. The coordinated ap-

proach combines HeteroOS-LRU and VMM’s hotness-tracking and

also reduces hotness-tracking overheads with guest-OS hints and

the migration overheads by monitoring cache miss counters. As a

result, the HeteroOS-coordinated approach outperforms the guestOS-

only HeteroOS-LRU management approach for both memory capac-

ity and cache-intensive applications. For Graphchi and X-Stream,

HeteroOS-coordinated approach improves the gains by 28%, and

16% compared to HeteroOS-LRU for 1/4 capacity ratio. For Lev-

elDB, with a small working set size, VMM-level hotness-tracking

with HeteroOS-coordinated does not add much to the HeteroOS-

LRU’s gains. As shown in Table 12, while the page migrations

with HeteroOS-coordinated increase relative to the eviction and mi-

grations by HeteroOS-LRU, HeteroOS-coordinated also improves

application performance validating the need for a coordinated ap-

proach.
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Figure 13: Impact of multi-VM resource sharing.

5.5 Weighted DRF-based resource sharing

To understand the impact of HeteroOS’s DRF-based heterogeneous

memory sharing across VMs, we compare DRF-based HeteroOS-

coordinated with the single resource max-min fairness-based HeteroOS-

coordinated and the VMM-exclusive approach. We run a Graphchi

VM and Metis VM on a system with total 4GB FastMem and 8GB

SlowMem. For Graphchi, we use a Twitter dataset that requires 6GB

of total heap capacity with an active working set size of just 1.5GB.

Hence, the Graphchi VM is reserved with a 1GB FastMem, and

4GB SlowMem with a resource vector < 2∗1GB,1∗4GB > where

2 and 1 represent the weight of FastMem and SlowMem resource

respectively. For Metis, our dataset uses 8GB of the heap and has a

working set size of 5.4GB. Hence, we use a < 2∗3GB,1∗4GB >

configuration. When using DRF, for the Graphchi VM, SlowMem

(1*4GB) is the dominant resource, and for the Metis VM, FastMem

(2*3GB) is dominant. Note that the existing max-min mechanisms

can guarantee fairness for only one memory type. In Figure 13, the

bars represent the multi-VM execution time, whereas the stars in-

dicate the single-VM HeteroOS-coordinated time (best case in the

earlier evaluation).

Max-min VMM-exclusive vs. HeteroOS-coordinated. First, as

expected, resource contention across multiple VMs (Graphchi and

Metis) slows down the performance compared to a single VM

HeteroOS-coordinated approach. Next, although the simple max-

min fairness-based HeteroOS-coordinated outperforms the VMM-

exclusive approach by reducing migrations, however, the Graphchi

VM suffers ~73% slowdown relative to the single-VM execution

baseline due to resource contention with Metis VM which only

suffers 36% slowdown. The memory-hungry Metis first exhausts

the reserved FastMem and then starts exhausting SlowMem by bal-

looning out the Graphchi VM’s SlowMem pages too. This happens

because a single resource max-min can guarantee fairness of only

one resource (FastMem in this case).

Max-min vs. Weighted DRF HeteroOS-coordinated. Unlike the

single resource max-min fairness, DRF by defining a dominant re-

source – FastMem for Metis VM, SlowMem for Graphchi VM,

guarantees the 4GB SlowMem availability for Graphchi VM. As

a result, DRF-based HeteroOS-coordinated improves the Graphchi

VM’s performance by 42%, and 87% compared to a simple max-min

fairness-based HeteroOS-coordinated and VMM-exclusive approach,
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respectively. The overall system performance also improves.

Summary. First, by making guest-VMs heterogeneous memory-

aware, and extracting the heap, IO, and network page use information

for smart memory placement, HeteroOS provides up to 180% gains

over the naive SlowMem-only approach. HeteroOS-LRU reduces

contention and increases FastMem use to improve the gains by

194% (~3x). Next, the HeteroOS-coordinated exploits the OS-level

information to guide the VMM’s hotness-tracking and provides up

to 2x gains over the VMM-exclusive approach. Finally, the DRF’s

multi-resource fairness-based sharing provides up to 87% gains

compared to the VMM-exclusive approach.

6 RELATED WORK

Prior research has dealt with heterogeneous memory at the hardware,

systems software, or the application-level.

Hardware support. Several hardware efforts have explored the use

of byte addressable NVMs such as phase change memory (PCM)

and on-chip 3D-DRAM. Some have focussed specifically on the

persistence aspect of NVM [36, 40, 49, 51] and others have mainly

explored the benefits of using NVM for additional capacity. For

stacked 3D-DRAMs, some researchers have considered using them

as a large last level (L4) cache [6, 29, 41, 48, 66]. In contrast, other

research [2, 7, 13, 25, 43, 46] use them as a high bandwidth DRAM

due to significant hardware changes (cache controller and tag space

changes), and lack of application flexibility.

Hardware-based management. Batman [7] modifies the memory

controller to randomize data placement for increasing the cumulative

DRAM and stacked 3D-DRAM bandwidth. Meswani et al. [43] dis-

cuss extending the TLB and the memory controller with additional

logic for identifying page hotness. To reduce page migration cost,

X.Dong et al. [13] propose SSD FTL-like mapping [8] that can map

FastMem slots with a physical address dynamically. M.Oskin et

al. [45] propose an architectural mechanism to selectively invali-

date entries in the TLB for reducing the TLB shoot-downs during

migrations. Ramos et al. [52] propose a hybrid design with hardware-

driven page placement policy and the OS periodically updating its

page tables using the information from the memory controller. In

contrast to all these solutions, HeteroOS is an OS-level solution

without hardware changes but can complement prior hardware-level

proposals.

OS and software-level management. Prior software solutions

mostly rely on application-level extensions with new interfaces [37]

and offline memory classification [15]. Phadke et al. [46] categorize

application data structures into latency, bandwidth or CPU-intensive

to guide the OS-level page allocation. Dulloor et al. [15] propose

X-mem that uses static analysis information to guide the user-level

library allocator. HeteroOS does not require any static analysis or

application-level changes. Most prior studies target in-memory ap-

plications only [15, 43, 46], whereas the HeteroOS design addresses

in memory, storage, and network-intensive applications. HetroOS

is the first system to manage memory heterogeneity for both non-

virtualized and virtualized systems. Unlike prior solutions that only

discuss the differences between homogeneous and heterogeneous

NUMA systems, HeteroOS also shows how to extend NUMA-based

abstraction for efficient management of heterogeneous memory.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the impact of memory heterogeneity on data-

center applications and address the inefficiency of existing homoge-

neous memory management and page migration-based techniques.

We design an application-transparent OS- and VMM-level solution,

HeteroOS, which provides guest-OS with heterogeneity awareness

and extracts rich OS-level information to provide smart memory

placement reducing page migrations. Furthermore, it combines the

guest-OS information with the VMM’s privileged hardware con-

trol to coordinate placement of performance-critical pages to the

right memory and resource fairness across VMs using a novel DRF

mechanism. Overall results show up to 2x benefits over state-of-

the-art approaches. We believe our analysis of software overheads

such as hotness-tracking, page movement cost, and design methods

will benefit hardware architects and OS developers to design more

optimal methods and technology-specific solutions for managing

heterogeneous memory.
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